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		This third edition volume expands on the previous editions with updated approaches and techniques used to study protein nanotechnology and the future of nanomaterial compositions. This book is organized into Three Parts: Part One looks at recombinant protein expression in insect cells, and methods to produce molecular motors, molecular superglues, and protein templates; Part Two explores functionalization strategies and ways to incorporate functional protein components into nanodevices; Part Three discusses various instrumental techniques used to study protein nanostructures. Written in the highly successful Methods in Molecular Biology series format, chapters include introductions to their respective topics, lists of the necessary materials and reagents, step-by-step, readily reproducible laboratory protocols, and tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls.

	


	
		Cutting-edge and thorough, Protein Nanotechnology: Protocols, Instrumentation, and Applications, Third Edition is a valuable resource for any researchers looking to expand their knowledge in this evolving field.
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Electronic and Electrical Servicing, Second Edition: Consumer and Commercial ElectronicsNewnes, 2007
The key to success in City & Guilds courses in electronic and electrical servicing

Electronic and Electrical Servicing provides a thorough grounding in the electronics and electrical principles required by service engineers servicing home entertainment equipment such as TVs, CD and DVD machines, as...
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Reliable Knowledge DiscoverySpringer, 2012


	With the rapid development of the data mining and knowledge discovery, a key

	issue which could significantly affect the real world applications of data mining is

	the reliability issues of knowledge discovery. It is natural that people will ask if the

	discovered knowledge is reliable. Why do we trust the discovered knowledge? How...
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Learning Articulate StorylinePackt Publishing, 2013

	Storyline is an authoring tool packed with out-of-the-box features that don’t require any special knowledge to operate. That’s right; this is a programming-free zone! E-learning authoring is no longer limited to developers; the doors are now wide open for subject matter experts with their content, writers with their storyboards,...
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Trees, Crops and Soil Fertility: Concepts and Research MethodsCABI Publishing, 2003
Soil science benefits from the availability of a wide array of practicable
methods. There are a number of very useful compendia in which sets of
these methods are collected together to provide easy reference for the
intending practitioner. The need for yet another handbook might
therefore be questioned. This book, however,...
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Queenpins: Notorious Women Gangsters of The Modern EraSangam Books, 2011

	The cut throat world of organized crime has long been dominated by men, and such macho godfathers and kingpins as Al Capone, John Dillinger, Pablo Escobar and John Gotti have become legendary. Yet, dig deep into the annals of crime and one can find smart, ambitious and ruthless women who have cracked the glass ceiling of the underworld and...
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Adventures in MinecraftJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Learn valuable programming skills while building your own Minecraft adventure!


	If you love playing Minecraft and want to learn how to code and create your own mods, this book was designed just for you. Working within the game itself, you'll learn to set up and run your own local Minecraft server, interact with the game...
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